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For each positive integer n, let -~eN(n ) be the class of sets accepted by a family of 
automata of type N, each with a read-only input with endmarkers and n two-way 
input heads. The following result, which is applicable to most types of two-way 
multihead devices, is proved: If for each positive integer n, there is some integer M~ > n 
such that -o~~ is properly contained in -~aN(Mn), then ~N(n) is properly contained in 
9 LPN(n + CN) for each n, where c N = 1 or 2, depending on the type of the device. As 
a consequence, it is shown that deterministic wo-way finite automata with n + 2 heads 
are strictly more powerful than deterministic wo-way finite automata with n heads for 
each positive integer n. It is also shown that the class of sets accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) wo-way pushdown automata with n heads is properly included in 
the class of sets accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way pushdown 
automata with n + I heads. 
INTRODUCTION 
For most types of two-way multihead automata with read-only inputs with end- 
markers, one can often show that for each positive integer n, there is some integer 
Mn > n such that automata with Mn input heads are strictly more powerful than those 
with n heads. Usually, a diagonal argument of some sort can be used to establish 
such a result. For example, a diagonal method would show that for every positive 
integer n, there is some integer M~ > n such that the class of sets accepted by deter- 
ministic two-way finite automata with n heads is properly included in the class of sets 
accepted by deterministic two-way finite automata with M~ heads. However, the 
diagonalization technique seems to apply only if we assume that M~ > 2n. Thus, 
although we get a hierarchy of classes of sets accepted by deterministic two-way 
multihead finite automata, we are still left with large gaps between classes. 
In this paper, we offer a result which is useful in refining hierarchies of classes of 
acceptable sets for two-way multihead evices. We use this result to show that deter- 
ministic two-way finite automata with n q- 2 heads are strictly more powerful than 
deterministic two-way finite automata with n heads for every positive integer n. We 
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also show that the class of sets accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way 
pushdown automata with n heads is properly included in the class of sets accepted by 
such machines with n -]- 1 heads. 
RESULTS 
The main theorem (Theorem 1) can be shown to remain valid for most types of 
two-way multihead automata with read-only inputs with endmarkers. However, 
for concreteness and ease in exposition, we shall restrict our attention to the following 
types of devices: 
Type 1 : deterministic two-way multihead finite automata 
Type 2: nondeterministic two-way multihead finite automata 
Type 3: deterministic two-way multihead pushdown automata 
Type 4: nondeterministic two-way multihead pushdown automata 
We briefly describe the above devices which are formally defined elsewhere (see, 
e.g., [1]). 
A nondeterministic wo-way pushdown automaton with n heads is a device A = <n, K, Z, 
F, 3, q0, Z0, F) ,  where n ~ 1 is the number of input heads, K is a finite nonempty set 
of states (referred to as the finite control), Z is a finite nonempty set of input symbols 
(Z contains the left and right endmarkers r and $, respectively, which are assumed to 
occur only as the first and last symbols of any input), F is a finite nonempty set of 
pushdown symbols, 3 is a mapping from K • Z n • F into the finite subsets of 
K • ({+-, ~', _~})n • F* 1, q0 in K is the initial state, Z o in F is the initial pushdown 
symbol, and F C K is the set of accepting states. 
An input to A is any string of the form r where x is a string in (Z -- {r $})*. The 
function of the endmarkers r and $ is to let each input head know when it is at the 
beginning or at the end of the input. At the start of the computation, A is set to its 
initial state, with the initial pushdown symbol written on its pushdown tape and with 
all input heads positioned on the left endmarker. A single move of A is described as 
follows: Let A be in state q, Z the rightmost symbol on the pushdown tape, and the 
input heads scanning symbols a l ,  a s .... ,an (note that a~ may equal r or $). 
If 8(q, a 1 , a s ,..., a,,, Z )~ ~,  then A has no next move (i.e., A halts). 
If (p, d l ,d  2 , . . . ,dn,w)  is in 8(q, al , as ,..., an , Z), then A may go to state p, 
move its i-th input head in direction di (where *--, ]',--* are interpreted as left 
move, no move, and right move, respectively), and rewrite Z by the string w. (If 
1 For any nonempty set V, V" denotes the n-fold cartesian product of V. V* denotes the set 
of all finite sequences of elements in g including the empty sequence, denoted by A. A member 
of V* is called a string in V*. 
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w @ A, the rightmost symbol of w becomes the new rightmost symbol of the pushdown 
tape. I f  w = A, Z is deleted from the pushdown tape and the symbol to the left of Z 
becomes the new rightmost symbol of the pushdown tape. We assume without loss of 
generality that if Z = Z o then it can only be rewritten by a string of the form Zow' for 
some w'. This prevents the pushdown tape from being emptied.) The input heads are 
idealized in the sense that they may pass over one another freely and that they are 
prevented from going off either end of the input. The input r is accepted by A if 
there is a sequence of moves that lands A in an accepting state. We assume that A 
halts when it is in an accepting state. The set accepted by A is the set {r r in 
r - -  {r $})*$, r is accepted by A}. ~ 
A nondeterministic two-way pushdown automaton with n heads A = (n, K, Z , / ' ,  3, 
qo, Zo, F> is called deterministic if for each (q, a l ,  a 2 ,..., a , ,  Z) in K • Z n • F, 
I 3(q, a l ,  a 2,..., an, Z)I ~ 1. z 
A nondeterministic wo-way finite automaton with n heads is a device A -- (n, K, Z, 3, 
qo, F>, where n, K, Z, qo, F have the same meanings as before, and 8 is a mapping 
from K X Z n into the subsets of K • ({+--, ~', ___~})n. Acceptance is defined in the 
obvious way. I f  ] 3(q, a I . . . .  , an) ] ~ 1 for each (q, ax ..... an) in K • z~ n, then A is 
said to be deterministic. 
Notation. In the remainder of the paper, N will denote an element of the set 
{1, 2, 3, 4}, and for each positive integer n, ~u(n) will denote the class of sets accepted 
by automata of type N with n heads. 
We begin with the following lemma. It uses an idea similar to Lemma 2.1 of [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 ~ N <~ 2 and k and m be integers such that 1 <~ k < m. Let 
L C r --  {r $})*$ be a set in ~v(km) and a and b be symbols not occurring in any of 
the strings of L. Then the set L' : {r ] r in L} is in ~q~u(m). ~ 
Proof. I f  m:2  or k ~ 1, the result is obvious. So assume that m ~>3 and 
2 ~< k ~ m-  1. Let A be a deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way finite 
automaton with km heads accepting L. We shall construct a deterministic (non- 
deterministic) two-way finite automaton B with m heads accepting L'. We describe 
the operation of B informally, leaving the details to the reader. 
B with m heads first checks that the input is of the form r for some x in 
(Z --  {r $})*. This is easily done by B since m > k. In the following, assume that the 
input is of the right form. We shall call axb an "x-block". 
Let H 1 , H 2 ..... Hm be the heads of B. Block(Hi) will denote the number of 
x-blocks to the left of and including the x-block on which H, is resting. Thus, 
r -- {r $})*$ denotes the set of all strings of the form r where x is in (27 -- {r $})*. 
3 For any set S, I S ] denotes the cardinality of S.. 
4 I axb [ denotes the number of symbols in the string axb, and for any positive integer i, 
(axb)' is the string axb concatenated i times. 
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1 ~< Block(H,) <~ I axb I ~'. Let Pa, P~ ,..., Pk,~ be the km heads of A. We describe 
the simulation of A's computation on r by B. A single move of A will be simulated 
by a sequence of moves of B. It  will be seen that at the start of every simulation of a 
move of A, each Hi  will be located on an x-block with Block(H,) giving the information 
as to the positions of the heads Pfi-1)k+l , P(i-a)k+2 ,..., Pl,-1)~+k of A. The interpreta- 
tion is as follows: I f  
Block(Hi) - -  1 = ck " l axb I 1~-1 -t- Ctc--1 " l axb I k-2 + "'" + c 2 9 [ axb 11 + q 
(where 0 ~ cj < [ axb t) then A with input r = ala 2 "" a,+2 (al = r and an+~ = $) 
has P(,-1)k+l on symbol at,+1, P(,-1)k+2 on symbol a%+ 1,..., P(,-1)k+k on symbol a%+ 1. 
(Thus, initially, Block(H1) = Block(H2) . . . . . .  Block(Hm) = 1). We now describe 
the simulation of a single move of A. We may assume that at the start of the simulation 
of the next move of A, the m heads of B are on their appropriate x-blocks. To simulate 
the next move of A, B must first determine the symbols that the heads P1, P~ ,..., Pk,~ 
of A are supposed to be scanning. Thus, for each 1 ~< i ~< m, if Block(H/) - -  1 = 
ck 9 l axb I k-1 + ck-1 9 l axb h k-2 + "'" + c. 9 ] axb 11 + Cl , then B must determine 
and record in its finite control the symbols aq+l,  a%+ 1,... ,  ack+l that the heads 
P(i -1)k+l,  P(i-1)k+2 ,..., Plz-1)k+k of A are supposed to be scanning on input r = 
ala2 "" a,+2 (al = r and a,+2 = $). This is accomplished as follows: Let Hq,  
Hi~ .... , H i  k be k heads different from Hi  (they exist since m > k). These k heads will 
be used as a counter with the property that Hi~+~ is moved right one symbol for every 
I axb I right moves of H,, (1 ~ j ~ k --  1). Initially, Hi ,  H h , Hi.~ ,..., Hi~ are 
positioned on the leftmost symbols of their respective x-blocks. Now H i is moved left 
and for every b it encounters, the count is incremented by 1. When H, is on the left 
endmarker, Hi~,  H~ ,..., H,~ will be scanning aq+ 1 , aq+ 1 ..... a%+1, respectively. 5 
B records these symbols in its finite control and restores Hi  to, its original x-block 
employing the reverse process. Assume now that B has determined and recorded in its 
finite control the symbols that P1, P2 ,..-, Pkm are supposed to be scanning. B then 
determines the appropriate action of A and updates the locations of each H, as follows: 
Suppose that A moves heads Ph-1)tc+l, P(~-1)~+2 ,..., P(i-1)k+k to symbols aa~+l, 
aa2+l ,..., aa~+x, respectively. Then B moves H, to the new x-block which represents 
the new positions of the heads P(i-1)k+l, P(,-~)~+2 ,..., P(,-a)k+k 9 This is easily done 
using k heads different from H, .  Thus, the new 
Block(Hi) - -  1 = dk " l axb I k - l+  "'" q- d2 9 t axb L 1 + d l .  
B accepts the input if, during the simulation, A accepts r It follows that B accepts 
L'. Thus, L' is in ~N(m) .  
Lemma 1 can be strengthened when 3 ~ N ~ 4. 
Of course, symbols a and b are interpreted as if they were r and $, respectively. 
57I]7]I-3 
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COROLLARY 1. Let 3 ~ N ~ 4 and k and m be integers uch that ! ~ k ~ m. Let 
L C r -- {r $})*$ be a set in ~N(km) and a and b by symbols not occurring in any of the 
strings of L. Then the set L' = {r laxblk-l$ ] r in L} is in s 
Proof. Again, the case m= 1 or k = 1 is obvious. So assume m>~2 and 
2 ~< k <~ m. Let A be a deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way pushdown 
automaton with km heads accepting L. The construction of a deterministic (non- 
deterministic) two-way pushdown automaton B with m heads accepting L' is very 
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 1 with monor changes. Block(H,) which now 
ranges from 1 to [ axb ]k-1 will only give the information as to the positions of heads 
P(i-1)k+l , Ph-1)k+2 ..... P(i-1)k+(k-1) of A. The position of H; within the x-block it is 
occupying represents he position of the head P(i-1)k+k 9 To simulate a move of A, B 
first records in its finite control the rightmost symbol of the pushdown tape and the 
symbols under the heads //1, H 2,..., Hm (these are the symbols that the heads 
Pk, P2k ,..., Pkm of A are supposed to be scanning). Then, B uses the pushdown tape 
to record temporarily the positions of H1, H 2 .... , H,, within their x-blocks, thus 
allowing the heads to move freely within their x-blocks without actually losing the 
positions of Pk, P2k ,..., Pkm 9 The symbols that are supposed to be scanned by heads 
P(i-1)k+l, P(i-1)k+2 ..... P(i-1)k+(k-1) (1 ~< i ~< m) are determined as in the proof of 
Lemma 1. The technique for updating the locations of the heads H 1 ..... Hm is similar 
to that of Lemma 1. Note that H 1 ,..., Hm can find their new positions within their 
x-blocks since their old positions have been recorded in the pushdown tape. The 
updating of the pushdown tape is, of course, obvious. We omit the details. 
The next lemma is similar in form to the translational results in [3-5]. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 ~ N ~ 2 and k, m, n be integers such that l ~ k < m. I f  
~,~N(m) C ~PN(n), then ~v(km) C_ ~N((k ~- l)n). 
Proof. Suppose L _C r  {r $})*$ is in 5flu(km ). Then by Lemma 1, the set 
L' = {r I~$ [ r in L} is in 5~ Then L' is in s since s C_ ~u(n). 
Let C be a deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way finite automaton with n heads 
accepting L'. We shall construct from C a deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way 
finite automaton D with (k q- 1)n heads accepting L. We describe the operation of D 
given input r briefly. 
Let H be one of the n heads of C. One head of D, call it P, will simulate the actions 
of H when C is operating on the string r In order for P to completely 
simulate H, D must keep track of which x-block (of the T axb [~ x-blocks) H is on at any 
time. To do this, D uses k heads on r to act as a counter which can indicate a count 
from 1 to [ axb [k. Note that P can simulate the action of H on symbol a (symbol b) 
when it is on the left (right) endmarker of r To simulate the transition of H from 
a given x-block to the x-block to its left (right), P need only move to the right (left) 
endmarker of r and decrements (increments) the counter by 1. Thus, D needs k + 1 
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heads for each head of C and therefore a total of (k + 1)n heads. It follows from our 
description that D can be made to accept exactlyL. HenceL is in ~N((k + 1)n). 
COROLLARY 2. Let 3 ~ N ~ 4 and k, m, n, be integers uch that 1 ~ k ~ m. If  
-~N(m) C 5flu(n), then ~v(km) C_ 5~u(kn). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 using Corollary 1. 
Before we prove the main result, we need another lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let 5fu(n) C 5~u(4n ) for each positive integer n. Then for each n ~ 1, we 
have 
(a) 
(b) 
Proof. 
~N(n) C 5flN(n + 2) if 1 ~ N ~ 2, and 
5aN(n) C 5au(n + 1) if 3 ~ N ~ 4. 
(a) First, we consider the case when l ~ N ~ 2. If suffices to show that 
-,q'N(n) C 58N(n + 8) for each n ~ 1. [Because this would imply that ~u(n) C s + 4) 
for each n~ 1, by Lemma 2 using k =n+3.  This, in turn, implies that 
5~ C 5qN(n + 3) for each n ~ 1 by Lemma 2, using k = n + 2. A final application 
of Lemma 2 with k ~ n + 1 gives the desired result, ~N(n) C ~q~N(n + 2) for each 
n ~ 1]. Suppose that for some n, 5au(n + 8)C ~N(n). Then, by Lemma 2, 
~v(k(n + 8)) C 5qu((k + 1)n) for In/4] ~ k ~ n + 7. 6 Moreover, 58N((k + 2)n) C 
-~N(k(n + 8)) since k(n + 8) ~ (k + 2)n for In/4] ~ k ~ n + 6. It follows that 
s + 7)(n + 8)) C ~N(([n/4] + l)n). Now by hypothesis, 
Y?N(([nl4] + 1)n)C ~N(4([n14] + 1)n). 
Since (n + 7)(n + 8) ~ 4([ni4] + l)n, we have ~N(([nl4] + 1)n) C ~N((n + 7)(n + 8)). 
This is a contradiction. Hence, ~N(n) C ~N(n + 8) for each n ~ 1. 
(b) For the ease when 3 ~ N ~ 4, by following the same argument as above 
(using Corollary 2), we get 5qu(n ) g ~cPu(n + 2) for each n/> 1. We claim that, in fact, 
5qu(n) C ~N(n + 1) for each n ~ 1. For suppose, ~LPN(n + 1)_C ~u(n) for some n. 
Then by Corollary 2, ~q~u((n + 1) 2) C ~q~N(n(n + 1)). This is a contradiction since 
(n+ 1) 2 -n (n+ 1) ~2.  
We now state the main result. The reader should note that this result can be shown 
to remain valid for other types of two-way multihead evices with read-only inputs 
with endmarkers. 
THEOREM l. I f  for each positive integer n, there is some integer Mn ~ n such that 
o~N(n ) C 5au(M,), then for each n ~ 1, we have 
(a) ~cpu(n ) C 5fu(n + 2) if 1 ~ N ~ 2, and 
(b) s C~q~u(n+ 1) if3 ~N~4.  
6 [n]4] is the least integer >~n]4. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3, it is sufficient o show that ~N(n) C OWN(4n) for each n ) 1. 
So let n be a positive integer. Then, by hypothesis, there exists an integer M n > n 
such that 5~N(n ) C ~N(M,).  Choose the least integer i ) 1 such that 2 i 9 n ) M , .  
Then oWN(n ) C oWN(2 i 9 n). The result is obvious when i = 1 or i = 2. If i ~ 3, we 
claim that oWN(n) C oWN(2 '-~ 9 n). Otherwise, i.e., if oWN(2 *-~ 9 n) _C 5~N(n), then by 
Lemma 2 and Corollary 2, we have oWN(3 " 2 ~ 1 . n) _C ~v(4n), and since 2"  9 n ) 4n 
(because i ) 3), we will have oWN(3 " 2 ~-~ " n) C_ oWN(n). This is a contradiction since 
oWN(n) C oWN(2 ~ 9 n) _C oWN(3 " 2 ~-1 " n). Thus, if i ) 3, the relation ~q~N(n) C oWN(2 ' '  n) 
also reduces to the relation oWN(n) C oWN(4n). 
We now use Theorem 1 to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. For each positive integer n, the class of sets accepted by deterministic 
two-way finite automata with n heads is properly included in the class of sets accepted by 
deterministic two-way finite automata with n + 2 heads. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that for each n, there is an Mn > n 
such that some set L C r 1 }* $ is accepted by a deterministic two-way finite automaton 
with Mn heads but is not accepted by any such machine with n heads. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that any set L _C r 1}*$ that is accepted 
by some deterministic two-way finite automaton with n heads can be accepted by a 
deterministic two-way finite automaton .4 with n heads having the form A = (n, K, 
{0, 1, r $}, 3, ql, {q,~}), where K -- {ql, q2 .... , q,,,} for some m >/2  with ql the initial 
state and qm the only accepting state. We now describe an encoding of A as a string of 
O's and l's as follows. 
Let E (0 )= 10l, E(I) = 1021, E(r = 1031, E($) -- 1041, E(+-) -- 1051, 
E(]') -- 1061, E(-+) -- 1071, and E(q,) = 107+q for 1 ~ i ~< m. Let (q, al ,  a2 ..... a,) 
be in K • Z '~. If 3(q,a 1,a2 .... ,an) ={(p ,  dl,d,, ..... d,)}, associate with it the 
(2n + 2)-tuple R = (q, ax, a 2 ,..., an, p, dl,  d2 ,..., dn), and let 
E(R) = E(q) E(ax) E(a2) "" E(an) E(p) E(dl) E(d2) "" E(d,). 
Clearly, the mapping 3 can be described by a finite number of (2n + 2)-tuples R. 
Let ~A {R1, R 2 ..... Rk) be the set of all (2n + 2)-tuples describing 3. An encoding 
of A corresponding to some ordering (R, I ,  R,2 .... , Rik ) of ~A is the binary string 
E(ql) E(q2)'" E(q,,) l lE(Ril) l I E (R , )  l l  "'- I1E(R~). Since ~A has k! distinct 
orderings, A has k! distinct encodings. Clearly, a binary string x can be an encoding 
of at most one deterministic two-way finite automaton with n heads. 
Now define the set L z {r I x is in (0, 1)*, x is an encoding of some deterministic 
two-way finite automaton A with n heads and r is not accepted by A}. L could not 
be accepted by any deterministic two-way finite automaton with n heads. I f  it were, it 
would be accepted by some deterministic two-way finite automaton A with n heads 
having the form A = (n, {ql ..... era), {0, 1, r $), 3, ql, {q,n}). Now if x is an encoding 
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of A, then by the definition of L, r is in L if and only if r is not accepted by A, 
a contradiction. 
There remains to show that L is accepted by some deterministic two-way finite 
automaton B with M~ heads for some M~ > n. We describe the operation of B briefly. 
Given a string r where x is in {0, 1}*, B first determines whether or not x is an 
encoding of some deterministic two-way finite automaton with n heads. B can easily 
do this using only two heads. If B finds that r is an encoding of some deterministic 
two-way finite automaton with n heads A = (n, {ql, q2,..., qm}, {0, 1, r $}, 8, ql, {qm}), 
B then simulates A's computation on r using the encoding x of .d to determine the 
moves of A. In the simulation of A, B needs n heads to simulate the n heads of A, 
one head to keep track of the current state of A, and one head to determine the appro- 
priate moves of A. If, during the simulation, A enters the accepting state q,,, B halts 
without accepting the input. B accepts the input if A halts in a state other than qm 
or if it finds that A has entered an infinite loop (note that by convention, A halts when 
it is in qm)" Clearly, since A is deterministic, it is in an infinite loop if it does not halt 
in at most m 9 ] r [~ moves. Since ] r I ~ m, B need only check whether or not A 
halts in at most I r ! "+1 moves. B can easily do this using n + 1 heads. Thus, B 
needs M, = 2n 4- 3 heads to accept L. 
Remark. We are unable to show at present hat for each integer n >~ 2, there is 
some integer M~ > n such that nondeterministic wo-way finite automata with Mn 
heads are computationally stronger than those with n heads. Thus, an analog of 
Theorem 2 for the nondeterministic case remains open. 
As another application of Theorem 1, we have 
THEOREM 3. For each positive integer n, the class of sets accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) two-way pushdown automata with n heads is properly contained in the 
class of sets accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) wo-way pushdown automata with 
n 4- 1 heads. 
Proof. Using the techniques in [6], it can be shown that any set accepted by a 
deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way pushdown automaton with n heads can 
be accepted by a deterministic Turing machine of time complexity l 4~, where I is the 
length of the input string. In [7], it is shown that for any positive integer c, any set 
accepted by a deterministic Turing machine of time complexity I ccan be accepted by 
some deterministic two-way multihead pushdown automaton. Moreover, using the 
results in [8], we know that for any c, the class of sets accepted by deterministic Turing 
machines of time complexity F is properly contained in the class of sets accepted 
by deterministic Turning machines of time complexity l~+L From the foregoing, 
it follows that for each positive integer n, there is an integer M, > n such that the 
class of sets accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way pushdown automata 
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with n heads is properly included in the class of sets accepted by such machines with 
Mn heads. The result now follows from Theorem I. 
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